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Characteristics of the structure of Internal Transport Barrier (ITB) for reversed shear (RS) plas-

mas as well as for normal shear plasmas in JT-60U are studied. The fast-time-scale outward expan-

sion of the ITB position is seen at the phase qmin passes across 3 in RS discharges. The steep features

of the Te and Ti profiles in RS plasmas are measured during the programmed-motion phase. The

discontinuous change of the electron heat diffusivity X e within 3 cm distance near the ITB "shoul-

der" is found and the X e value in the ITB region is 1/10 of that inside the ITB "shoulder". It is

observed that locations of the ITB for Te and Ti are slightly different from each other. The BLM

(Barrier Localized Mode) -induced L-H transition and the H-L back transition in a high ft P plasma

with normal shear are studied. The BLM suddenly relaxes the Te profile but does not deteriorate the

improved transport property. The H-L back transition causes the simultaneous degradation of trans-

port near the ITB region. The X e jump is estimated as about 1 mVs. After the back transition, the

transport is discontinuously improved in time and the ITB properties are recovered. Global natures

of these transient processes are noticeable. A new experimental technique called "multi-step pro-

grammed motion" is proposed to measure the steep structure of the ITB.
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1. Introduction

Recent success of JT-60U Reverse Shear (RS) experiments has been

reported [1, 2]. A record value of the DT-equivalent fusion-power-amplification

factor of QoTeq - 1 -05 was achieved [2]. The good confinement performance of

these plasmas attributed the formation of the Internal Transport Barrier (ITB). The

aim of the present paper is to highlight some features of the ITB formation in space

and time for the reverse shear plasmas as well as for the normal shear plasmas.

The confinement properties of JT-60U plasmas are affected by various

physical mechanisms under the various plasma conditions. The transition from L-

mode to H-mode is observed when the loss power through the separatrix exceeds

a threshold value [3]. The formation of the ITB occurs independently of the edge

barrier formation for the peaked profile of deposition power in normal shear

discharges [4]. The fast time scale and slow time scale global and local processes

are involved into formation of the global confinement and local transport properties

[5, 6,71.

The transport analyses of normal shear discharges with ITB and especially of

reverse shear discharges are complicated because of their small (Ar/ap ~ 0.1) ITB

width. In the RS discharges, the new type of ITB with clear pedestals of ion

temperature Tj, electron temperature Te, and electron density ne was observed [1,

2]. The values of Tj, Te and ne are varied by 4-7 times in a distance Ar about 10% of

minor radius ap. Usually only one channel of the ECE grating polychromator [8] for

the Te measurement and one channel of the charge-exchange recombination

spectroscopy (CXRS) [9] for the Tj measurement are located in the ITB region with

steep temperature gradient. The toroidal rotation velocity Vt is also measured by

the above CXRS We investigate the ITB features using mainly the fast time scale

Te measurement and medium time scale (> 17 ms) Tj measurement described

above.

In the present paper, we study the space-time structure of the ITB in reverse

and normal shear discharges in JT-60U. We propose here an idea to study the ITB

with the use of the programmed plasma motion. The time variation of the diagnostic

positions "traveling through the ITB" due to the plasma motion enables us to

measure the steep structure of the ITB. The programmed plasma motion has been

applied to obtain the high performance plasmas during RS experiments in October

of 1996 (including the shot E27969 with the highest Q n f ^ ) [10].

The fast-time-scale evolution or the expansion of the ITB without the

programmed motion in RS discharges is shown in Section 2. Measurement of the

steep features of Te, Tj and Vt profiles during the programmed motion phase is

described in Section 3. Discontinuous change of the conductivity in space around
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the ITB is estimated, and the position of the "shoulder" of ITB is determined with the

high space resolution. Problems for the reconstruction of the "real" Te profile is

discussed.

The physics of the ITB in normal shear plasmas has not fully been known yet.
So-called Barrier Localized Modes (BLM) [11, 12] cause the fast-time-scale heat
outflux to the plasma periphery. The study of a BLM-induced L-H transition for a
high pp pulse is described in Section 4. The relationship between the ITB transport

property and the edge confinement is investigated. The electron conductivity jump

in time is estimated for the fast-time-scale H-L back transition and for the fast-time-

scale ITB recovery.

Discussion and summary are the contents of Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

We propose for future JT-60U experiments a new technique called "multi-step

programmed motion" to diagnose the ITB structure with less uncertainty in the

reconstruction of the "real" profile.

2. Evolution of ITB in RS Discharges

Let us analyze the RS plasmas during JT-60U experiments in October of

1996. Waveforms of the RS discharge E27986 with increasing plasma current Ip up

to 2.8 MA and the toroidal field Bt = 4.05 T are shown in Fig. 1. From the top to the

bottom there are shown the plasma current lp , the displacement of the plasma

center in the major-radius direction DR, the stored energy measured by

diamagnetic loop Wdia. the injected neutral beam power PNB, Te, Tj, and Vt. In this

section, we analyze an interesting event seen 200-300 ms before t = 6.0 s in Fig. 1.

The programmed inward motion started at the time t = 6.0 s, i.e., the displacement

DR started to change with the inward velocity of about 10 cm/s.

The sudden rise of Te i7 and the increase of T M 2 correlated with the

acceleration of Vti2 are seen after t = 5.8 s. Here Te i7 denotes the electron

temperature measured on the 17th channel of the ECE grating polychromator, and

Tji2 (or Vti2) is the ion temperature (or the toroidal rotation velocity) measured on

the 12th channel of the CXRS. Both of these channels are located near the "foot" of

the ITB. On channels located in the core region inside the ITB "shoulder", a visible

change in Te i6 cannot be seen and no clear increase of T m is observed.

Hereafter, we call the ITB outer boundary the "foot", and the ITB inner boundary the

"shoulder", as illustrated in Fig. 2. Radial positions of the diagnostic channels are

calculated by "SLICE" code with an MHD equilibrium given by "FBEQU" code [13].

The radial position of Tei7 channel, rei7, at t = 6.0 s is 0.703 m and rei6 = 0.606 m.

The position of Tji2 channel, ni2> is 0.637 m and rm = 0.546 m. The volume

averaged minor radius ap is 1.04 m for this equilibrium. We suppose that this event

was the expansion of the ITB, i.e., the radial position of the ITB abruptly moved
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outward. Such an ITB expansion with the fast time scale was observed in many

similar RS pulses, but the most remarkable evolution of temperatures was seen for

E27986.

Figure 3 shows waveforms of the RS pulse E27302 reported in Ref. [1]. In

the period 5.35 s < t < 5.85 s, the H factor (confinement enhancement factor from

ITER89P L-mode scaling) saturated with the increased MHD fluctuations of low

toroidal mode numbers. During this phase, the value of qmin (minimum of the safety

factor) passed across 3 [1]. The ion temperature on 10th channel, Tjio, drastically

decayed at t = 5.4 s. The deceleration of Vtio accompanied with Tj decay. This

event was explained in Ref. [1] as an inward movement or shrink of ITB. Taking into

account of the Te evolution, this event could be explained that a steep ITB gradient

was relaxed into a little gentle gradient. Unfortunately the 15th channel of the ECE

grating polychromator did not work in this shot, and therefore we cannot give a

conclusive explanation so far. Here the radial positions of diagnostic channels at t

= 5.7 s are rno = 0.54 m, rin = 0.63 m, rei5 = 0.58 m, rei6 - 0.68 m, and rei7 = 0.79

m in a plasma with ap = 0.98 m.

Interestingly, after the decay of THO mentioned above, the temporary rises of

Te i6 and Tm are seen for 5.6 s < t < 5.75 s in Fig. 3. Probably this event is the

same process of the ITB expansion for the pulse E27986. A clear correlation with

acceleration of the toroidal rotation is observed for Tn 1 located on the ITB outer

boundary.

The mechanisms of above events connected with the ITB in RS discharges,

i.e., the expansion of ITB position and the relaxation of ITB gradient, would be

clarified in future.

Another kind of problem we found here is that the radial positions of the ion

and electron channels near the ITB "foot" are systematically different with each

other. For E27986 (Fig. 1), the "foot" of electron ITB, rfoot e, assumed near the

position of Te i7 channel, rei7, shifts by 6.5 cm outward from that of ion ITB, rfoot j ,

near the position of TM2 channel, rn2- For E27302 (Fig. 3), the shift, rfoote - rfootj «

rei6 - m 1 > is about 5 cm. Whether this difference was caused by physical reasons

or only by measurement uncertainties is a crucial question. This problem will also

be discussed later.

3. Programmed Motion in RS Discharges

In this section, we discuss the period of the programmed plasma motion, i.e.,

t > 6.0 s for RS discharges E27986, E27969 and E27975. The plasma center

moves in the major-radius direction with the inward velocity, IdDR/dtl « 10 cm/s, as

shown in Figs. 1, 4, and 5.
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During the phase of inward plasma motion, radial positions of diagnostic

channels move outward. The radial velocity of the position of k-th diagnostic

channel, vi< = drk(t)/dt, is not simply determined as V|< = -dDR/dt, but determined

from equilibrium calculations for many time points. The time evolution of the

"measured" temperature on the k-th channel, Tk(ri<(t), t), is the result of the time-

space variation of the "real" temperature profile, T(r, t);

^ Tk(rk(t), t) = | T(r, t) + vk | T(r, t) . (1)

For the steady-state profile, 8T/dt = 0, the "measured" temperature decays in time

with the outward motion of diagnostic-position, Vk > 0, because the temperature

usually decreases in space, 3T/3r < 0.

3.1 Evolution of Te and reconstruction of "real" profile

The non-monotonic decay is found on both Te i6. Te i7 and TM2 channels

during 6.0 s < t < 6.3 s in Fig. 1 for E27986. The first decay from t = 6.0 s may

correspond mainly to the radial gradient of temperature, i.e., the second term in the

right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (1). The rise of Te and Tj after t - 6.1 s can be

considered to be the temporal increase, i.e., the first term in the RHS of Eq. (1),

caused by the ITB expansion as the same as the event described in Section 2.

When the diagnostic positions of Te i6. Te i7 and Tn2 moved out of the ITB for t > 6.3

s, the change of "measured" temperature became small.

Figure 4 shows waveforms of the RS pulse E27969 (the highest QoTeq shot).

The different behaviors of "measured" temperatures, Te i3 and Te i4, are clearly

seen. The decrease of Te i4 was obvious for 6.6 s < t < 7.0 s, while Te i3 increased

gradually. Such waveforms were observed reproducibly for the similar RS

discharge E27975 as shown in Fig. 5.

Let us study in detail the space and time variation of Te for E27969. The

evolution of radial positions and Te values for 13th and 14th channels are given in

Fig. 6. The MHD equilibria of the moving plasma analyzed here are obtained from

calculations by the FBEQU code. Points on a curve from inner to outer are plotted

at every 0.1 s from t = 6.0 s to t = 7.3 s. For the estimation of the temperature

gradient dTe/dr, one of the simplest ways is the use of a differential approximation;

/ 3 T e \
V dr / r ( r i 3 + r i4 ) /2 " r e i 4 - r e i 3 " ( 2 )

The maximum gradient estimated from this approximation with data points at t = 7.1
s is I VTe Imax « I (3600 - 7800) / (60.5 - 49.5) I = 380 eV/cm.
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The temperature gradient can be estimated also by using a "measured"
temperature, whose diagnostic position is moving. The evolution of T e u in space
exhibits the ITB structure as clearly seen in Fig. 6. Sometimes such an estimation
gives more accurate values compared with a differential approximation. The
relation between the "real" Te profile and values of Tek(rek(t), t) "measured" by k-th
channel with the radial velocity vek is derived from Eq. (1) as follows;

^ ( | Te(r. D ) , (3)

Te(r. to) = Tek(rek(t), t) - J df ( | F Te(r, f) ) , (4)
to

t

with rek(t) - rek(to) = J vek(f) df .
to

The left hand sides of Eqs. (3) and (4) are the "real" VTe and Te, respectively. The
first terms in the RHS are "measured" values from curves as drawn in Fig. 6. The
"real" VTe and Te values are equal to the "measured" values only for the stationary
Te profile. The second terms in the RHS are the correction terms for unsteady case.
If the speed of the channel position is enough high as I vek I » L/x, the "measured"
Te profile agrees well with the "real" one, where L is the size of the measurement
region and T = 13 In Te/3t I"1 is the characteristic time of Te evolution. If the speed is
not so high, we need to evaluate the time derivative 3Te/dt by examining the
evolution of Te on neighboring channels. Strictly speaking, it is not always possible
to reconstruct a Te profile for the general case.

Now we discuss the reconstruction of the "real" Te profile from the
"measured" profile for Figs. 4 and 6. At first, the VTe values are estimated by using
the differential approximation, Eq. (2). In the core region inside the ITB, the VTe

value is obtained from Tei4 and Tei3 for 6.0 s < t < 6.5 s as VTe - -10 eV/cm. Near
the inner "shoulder", the VTe value is obtained from T e u and Tei3 at t = 6.6 s as
VTe • -63 eV/cm, and the VTe value in the ITB region is estimated as VTe = -380
eV/cm from T e u and Tei3 at t = 7.0 s.

Secondly, the VTe values are estimated by using the "measured" value of
dTei4/dr. It becomes about -450 ev/cm for 6.7 s < t < 6.9 s, which is the
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"uncorrected" VTe value in the ITB region. This absolute value is larger by -20%

than that estimated by the differential approximation at t = 7.0 s.

We evaluate the correction described in Eq. (3). The time derivative in the

core region with VTe » -10 eV/cm is approximately given by using Te i3 behavior,

3Te/9t - dTei3/dt - vei3 VTe. The value of dTei3/dt for 6.2 s < t < 6.8 s is about 2700

eV/s (see Fig. 4), and the velocity vei3 is about 15 cm/s which is faster than IdDR/dtl

« 10 cm/s (see Fig. 6). Accordingly, we obtain 8Te/3t« 2700 + 15x10 = 2850 eV/s.

If we assume that the time derivative in the ITB region is nearly the same as that in

the core region, then we obtain the correction value as A( VTe) = - (3Te/3t) / ve i4 «

- 2850 /18 « -160 eV/cm where v e u « 18 cm/s is calculated from Fig. 6. Therefore

the limits of the correction can be 0 eV > A ( V T e ) > -160 eV. The maximum

gradient in the ITB region is 450 eV/cm < I VTe IITB < 610 eV/cm. This value is 7-10

times larger than that inside the ITB "shoulder", I VTe I < 63 eV/cm.

Based on the above analysis, we obtain the radial profile of the "real" I VTe I

near the ITB "shoulder" as shown in Fig. 7, where a possible band of the profile is

given. The characteristic length for the change in the profile, X = VTe / V (VTe) , is

found to be X. = (2.2 ± 0.5) cm. It is obvious from all the above results that the

discontinuous change of VTe near the ITB "shoulder" is occurred in the distance

shorter than the spatial resolution of 3.3 cm for the 14th channel of the

polychromator.

It can be considered that the spatial changes in the electron density ne and

the absorbed power density Qabs are smaller than that of VTe. Therefore, the value

of electron heat diffusivity Xe is evaluated to be almost inversely proportional to the

VTe value. We expect the discontinuous change of Xe near the ITB "shoulder", and

very small Xe value in the ITB region which is 1/10 of that inside the ITB "shoulder.

Careful analysis will be done in future by taking account of profiles of ne and Qabs-

Finally we analyze the Te evolution in the time interval of 7.0 s < t < 7.3 s. It is

shown on Fig. 6 that the position of 14th channel stops during 7.0 s < t < 7.2 s, and

that the inward motion is seen for t > 7.2 s. The "measured" value of the VTe

estimated for 7.2 s < t < 7.3 s is -750 ev/cm, whose absolute value is 1.7 times

higher in comparison with I VTe I estimated for 6.7 s < t <7.0 s. The possible causes

of such a I VTe I enhancement are that PNBI was increased from 13 to 17 MW at t =

6.9 s, and that the ITB is moved outward. We will discuss about this phenomenon

also in the next subsection.

3.2 Evolution of Tj

The different behavior of the Tj signals from 8th and 9th CXRS channels, TJS

and Tjg, is clearly seen in Fig. 4 (E27969). The decrease of Tjg in time for 6.5 s < t <

- 6 -
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7.0 s corresponds to the traveling of 9th-channel position through the ITB, while the
constant value of TJS suggests that 8th-channel position does not reach the ITB
"shoulder". These behaviors are similar with the behaviors of Tei4 and Tei3,
respectively. The variation in time of the radial positions and Tj values for channels
8, 9 and 10 are plotted in Fig. 8, where the T e u data from Fig. 6 are also presented
for comparison. The channel 10 was already on the ITB at the beginning of column
motion at t = 6.0 s. The channel 9 arrived at the ITB "shoulder" at t« 6.5 s, while the
channel 8 remains outside of the ITB. The ITB widths for Tj and Te seems almost
the same and< 10 cm.

The increase of Tjg for t > 7.0 s suggests the outward motion of the ITB
region, whose location can be seen by drawing a line from a point of Tjg(t) to a point
of Tno(t) in Fig. 8. At this phase, the outward motion of the ITB for Te is also
observed as was mentioned in the former subsection.

The radial profiles of Tj obtained from many channels at three moments, t «
6.0 s, 6.77 s and 7.3 s, for E 27969 are shown in Fig. 9. Outward shift of the ITB
region from t = 6.77 s to t « 7.3 s is clearly seen. The profiles of Vt are also shown in
the figure. The positions of the minimum velocity (or maximum of absolute value)
seem to be located at the ITB "shoulder". The clear correlation between the
vanishing point of strong shear flow and the ITB "foot" for Tj is found. On the other
hand, the shear-flow region extends to the inner region from the ITB "shoulder" for
Tj. One of the candidates of this reason is that the shear flow is generated not only
by VTj but also by VTe. The ITB for Te seems to shift inward from the ITB for Tj as
will be mentioned below.

Interestingly, a small difference is observed in the ITB locations between for
Te and Tj. The Tjg reaches the ITB "shoulder" at t » 6.5 s on r» 0.45 m, while the
Tei4 reaches the ITB "shoulder" at t « 6.7 s on r« 0.54 m. Such a difference is also
seen for the nearly identical pulse E27975 (case of Fig. 5). As was discussed in
section 2, the location of the ITB "foot" for Te is found to shift outward by about 5 cm
from that for Tj. It seems that both the ITB "foot" and "shoulder" for Te are located at
outer positions compared with those for Tj, respectively.

The diagnostic positions were determined by the FBEQU calculation, where
the value of safety factor q at the magnetic axis is chosen unity. To examine
whether the FBEQU calculation causes the above difference, we recalculate the
positions of channels by using a "FBEQUNG" code in which the q profile is chosen
nearly realistic. Though the recalculated positions, ng and rei4, for both Tjg and
Te i4 are shifted outward about 7 cm from the FBEQU-calculation results, the
change in the distance re14 - rig is small, i.e., re14 - ng » 7 cm for FBEQU calculation
and re14 - ri9 « 5.5 cm for FBEQUNG calculation. With the use of more realistic
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profiles of pressure and q, accurate equilibrium calculations will be necessary to

clarify whether the distance can be reduced or not.

The other possible reasons for this difference are 1) physical difference of

ITB positions, 2) physical difference of ITB gradients due to banana size, and

different spatial resolutions between Tjg (~ 6 cm) and Te i4 (~3 cm). Because of 2)

and 3) reasons, the 9th channel of CXRS can "feel" the ITB structure smooth and

wide in comparison with T e u . This important problem should be clarified in future.

4. Study of BLM-induced Transitions

The influence of the BLM on the ITB characteristics is analyzed. The BLM

has been considered to be one of MHD instabilities driven by the steep pressure

gradient at the ITB [11, 12]. It was found that the BLM relaxes the temperature

profile inside the ITB and causes the increase of peripheral temperature. The L-H

transition is sometimes induced by this BLM event [11]. In this section, we describe

a BLM-induced L-H transition in the high pp discharge E23612 of normal shear

plasma. Some properties of this shot was reported in Ref. [14] from the viewpoint of

the necessary heating power for the ITB creation. It should be noted in high |Jp

discharges with normal shear configuration that the clear ITB structure is formed for

Tj and ne, but the Te has no clear ITB structure. We use here the word of "ITB

region" as the region where the ITB for Tj is formed.

4.1 BLM-induced L-H transition and H-L back transition

The waveforms of the shot E23612 are shown in Fig. 10. The plasma current

Ip is 1.4 MA, the toroidal field Bt is 4.4 T, and the volume averaged minor radius ap

is 0.90 m. The stored energy Wdia. injected neutral beam power PNB, line

integrated electron density neL, Da signals from and away from the divertor region,

and electron temperature Te for channels 7 and 6 are shown in the figure. Arrows

indicate the times of transitions described bellow; A) BLM at t = 5.895 s, B) H-L back

transition at t = 5.921 s, C) first recovery at t = 5.968 s, and D) second recovery at t =

6.015 s.

Fast-time-scale polychrometer data of Te are presented in Fig. 11. Radial

positions of channels are r/ap = 0.14 for ch. 11, r/ap = 0.33 for ch. 13, r/ap = 0.44 for

ch. 7, r/ap - 0.56 for ch. 6, r/ap - 0.68 for ch. 5, r/ap = 0.79 for ch. 16, and r/ap = 0.98

for ch. 17. Channels 6 and 7 (0.4 < r/ap < 0.6) are located near the ITB region.

Time evolution of Tj with rather slow time resolution is shown in Fig. 12, where

radial positions of channels are r/ap = 0.31 for TJ4, r/ap = 0.43 for TJ6, r/ap = 0.53 for

TJ7, r/ap = 0.63 for TJS, r/ap = 0.74 for Tjg, r/ap = 0.85 for TMO, and r/ap = 0.98 for Tn 1.

Sudden decay of Te is induced by the BLM at the time A, t = 5.895 s as

clearly seen on Te6 and Te7 located inside the ITB, 0.4 < r/ap < 0.6. The decay is
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rather slow and small amount for Te i3 and T e i i , which are located at a distance

from the ITB, r/ap < 0.4. On the other hand, the fast jump of Te5, Te i6, and Te i7 is

observed outside the ITB, r/ap > 0.6. The Tj is varied in similar manner, i.e., decay

of Tj for r/ap < 0.6 and increase for r/ap > 0.7.

The neutral influx is abruptly enhanced by the BLM-induced plasma outflux.

The fast jumps of neL and D a signal away from the divertor region (Das in Fig. 10)

are observed. The D a signal from the divertor region Daio. however, drops

correlating with the BLM. Gradual increase of neL and edge Tj after the D a drop, t >

5.895 s, is also observed. These phenomena suggest an L-H transition being

induced by the BLM.

It is interesting that the Te profile near the ITB region is soon reconstructed

within about 20 ms, i.e., values of Te6 and Te7 return to almost the same values as

those before the BLM crash. This fast recovery suggests that the BLM does not

deteriorate the improved transport property near the ITB. On the other hand in the

evolution of TJ6 and TJ7 near the ITB region, we do not see the aspect of the

recovery. It has not been clear so far whether no recovery of Tj really happened or

the small recovery was hidden by the slow resolution of CXRS measurement. This

problem should be clarified in future.

The rebuilding of the Te profile is clearly interrupted at the time B, t = 5.921 s.

The Te starts to decay simultaneously with Da jump. We classify this event as an H-

L back transition. Near the ITB, the decay of T66 and T67 is obvious. The decrease

of Tei6 and Te i7 near the edge is also seen but is not clear. A time delay of the Te

response is observed for the inner channels as was described in the previous study

of L-H-L transitions in JT-60U [5]. These Te responses show the global nature of

the transport property. The edge Tj decay is also appeared on Tj-io, T J H . An

interruption of the density rise is noticed also. The decay of Wdia becomes faster

after t = 5.921 s, i.e., the energy confinement time is suddenly decreased by this H-L

back transition.

4.2 Jump of electron heat diffusivity

The global response of Te during the H-L back transition is caused by the

global change in the electron heat diffusivity Xe [5, 6,7]. The jump of Xe in time, 5Xe

= *e,t = to+ - *e>t = to-, across the transition at t = to was given enough accurately by

a simple equation [5]

V

f ne5(d-^)dV,SXe(r) - i r - ^ T i - I ne8(d-|f)dV, (5)
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where A and V are the surface area and the enclosed volume at the radius r,
respectively. The jump of dTe/3t, 8(3Te/3t) • (3Te/9t) t = to+ - (dTe/3t) t = t o - . i s clearly

found in Fig. 10 for 6th and 7th channels, whose values are roughly obtained as

-(25±3) keV/s for 6th channel and -(17±3) keV/s for 7th channel. The value of VTe

between r = ree = 0-5 m and r = re7 = 0.4 m is about -10 keV/m. Because of the

limited data for ne(r) and 3Te(r)/at, the jump 8Xe can be evaluated only

approximately. Assuming that the product of ne and 8(3Te/9t) is proportional to

(r/ri)a in the region of r < r i , Eq. (5) is rewritten as

Inserting obtained values of 8(3Te/3t) and VTe to this equation, we calculate the 8Xe

value at the position of 6th channel r - 0.5 m as about 1.0 / (1 +0.5a) m2/s. The

power a is considered between 0 and 1, and the jump of Xe near the ITB is

estimated as 8Xe = (0.6 ~ 1.0) m2/s.

This degraded transport is soon varied to the improved one. The

discontinuous change in the time derivative dTe/dt are clearly seen twice on Te6

and Te7 simultaneously at the times C (t = 5.968 s) and D (t = 6.015 s). At the

second recovery transition, the discontinuous increase of Te i3 is clearly seen

simultaneously with that of Te6 and Te7- The evolution of Wdja is found to be

discontinuous also at these times. The increase of W<jja starts again from the

second transition, when a small Da decay is noticed. On the other hand, in the

region out of ITB, r/a > 0.6, decrease of Te is observed after these recovery

transitions. This is because the energy flow through this region is decreased by the

formation of the ITB. As for the Tj response during this recovery phase, the

breakdown of diagnostic beam around t = 6.05 s and the slow time resolution make

us difficult to know them.

The absolute values of 8(9Te/8t) during this recovery phase is smaller than

that at the time B (t = 5.921 s) for the H-L back transition, and values of 18Xe I near r

- 0.5 m at the times C (t = 5.968 s) and D (t = 6.015 s) are estimated as 1/2 ~ 1/3 of

that at the time B. After these two times of recovery, the value of Xe near the ITB

region becomes again as small as that before the H-L back transition. We suppose

that the ITB properties are reformed.

We find from above analysis that the reduction of 8Xe during the recovery

transition (or the reformation of ITB) occurs in the fast time scale shorter than 10 ms.

Study of the time scale of the first formation of ITB will be done in future.
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5. Discussion
The physics of RS discharges has not fully been understood yet. In JT-60U,

the ITB structures are clearly seen not only for Tj and ne but for Te. The profiles of
Tj, Te and ne is remarkably flat in the core region inside the ITB [1]. The non-
simultaneous destruction of enhanced particle confinement and improved ion
confinement was noticed for TFTR RS plasmas [15]. This suggests that there are
plural mechanisms involved in the RS enhanced confinement. Little reduction of
the Xe value was seen for TFTR RS discharges in contradiction to JT-60U results.
In Dlll-D RS plasmas, there was also no significant improvement in Xe and the heat
losses through electron conductivity was dominant [16].

In the present paper, we found that the positions of ITB for Tj and Te are
located at different positions with each other in JT-60U. Different mechanisms
could work to form the ion ITB and electron ITB. To prove this difference, the more
accurate analyses will be necessary in future with the more accurate equilibrium
calculations as was mentioned in subsection 3.3.

Steep features of the ITB in RS plasmas were studied by reconstructing
"real" profiles during programmed motion phase, because the number of diagnostic
channels is limited to obtain the steep structure at once. Understanding of the ITB
properties depends strongly on the accurate measurement of the ITB structures.
The uncertainty in the reconstruction of the "real" profile from "measured" one
originates mainly from the difficulty of estimating 3T/dt in the RHS of Eqs. (3) and (4).

Now we can propose a new experimental technique to measure the steep
structure of the ITB. In order to estimate the value of 9T/dt and to eliminate the
uncertainty, it will be necessary to introduce the non-monotonic plasma motion
shown by a dashed curve in Fig. 13 instead of the monotonic motion used in
previous RS discharges (a solid curve). We call this style of non-monotonic motion
a "multi-step programmed motion". Two identical discharges will be operated, but
have different programmed motions, monotonic and "multi-step" ones. The
comparison of such a pair of pulses or even the analysis of one case with multi-step
motion can resolve the 3Te/9t value rather accurately.

By introducing this technique to future experiments in JT-60U, we will clarify
the structures and characteristics of the ITB in RS plasmas as well as normal shear
plasmas.

6. Summary
Characteristics of the ITB structure for reversed shear (RS) plasmas as well

as for normal shear plasmas in JT-60U are studied.
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The fast-time-scale outward expansion of the ITB position is seen at the

phase qmin passes across 3 in RS discharges. Some not well expressed or better

visible acceleration of toroidal rotation is seen also.

The steep features of the Te and Tj profiles in RS plasmas are measured

during the programmed-motion phase. The position of the "shoulder" of ITB is

determined with high space resolution. The width of the ITB is smaller than 10 cm.

The discontinuous change of Xe within 3 cm distance near the ITB "shoulder" is

found and the Xe value in the ITB region is 1/10 of that inside the ITB "shoulder". It

is observed that locations of the ITB for Te and Tj are slightly different from each

other. This reason should be clarified in future.

The BLM-induced L-H transition and the H-L back transition in a high pp

plasma with normal shear are studied. The BLM suddenly relaxes the Te profile but

does not deteriorate the improved transport property. The H-L back transition

causes the simultaneous degradation of transport near the ITB region. The Xe jump

near the ITB is estimated as about 1 m2/s. After the back transition, the transport is

discontinuously improved in time and the ITB properties are recovered. The time

scale of this recovery transition is shorter than 10 ms. Global natures of these

transient processes are noticeable.

A new experimental technique called "multi-step programmed motion" is

proposed to measure the steep structure of the ITB. The "real" structure will be

reconstructed more accurately from the "measured" profile by using this method.
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Fig. 1 Waveforms of the RS discharge E27986. Plasma current lp,

displacement of plasma center in the major-radius direction

DR, stored energy measured by diamagnetic loop Wdia. injected

neutral beam power PNB. electron temperature Te, ion temperature

Tj, and toroidal rotation velocity Vt are shown. An ITB expansion

before t - 6.0 s is described in section 2 and the programmed

motion after t = 6.0 s is described in section 3.
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Fig. 2 Schematic profile of ITB. Outer boundary of the ITB is called

the "foot", and the inner boundary is called the "shoulder".
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Fig. 3 Waveforms of the RS discharge E27302. A relaxation of ITB

gradient at t = 5.4 s and an expansion of ITB position at t = 5.6 s

are seen.
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Fig. 4 Waveforms of the RS pulse E27969 (the highest QDT601 shot).

Different evolutions between Tei3 and T e u , and between TJS

and Tjg are clearly seen during the programmed motion phase.
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E27969 are reproducibly obtained.
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seen on the track of Te i4. Points on a curve from inner to

outer are plotted at every 0.1 s from t = 6.0 s to t = 7.3 s.
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Fig. 8 Evolution of radial positions and Tj values for channels 8, 9

and 10 in the shot E27969. The Te i4 data from Fig. 6 are also

presented for comparison.
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for E27969. They are obtained from many channels at three
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7.3 s (solid curve).
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Fig. 10 Waveforms of the high pp discharge E23612 of normal shear
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injected neutral beam power PNB. line integrated electron density

neL, D a signals from (Daio) and away from (Das) the divertor

region, and electron temperature Te for channels 7 and 6 are

shown. Arrows indicate the times of transitions ; A) BLM at t =

5.895 s, B) H-L back transition at t = 5.921 s, C) first recovery at

t = 5.968 s, and D) second recovery at t = 6.015 s.
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